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1. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

 

This policy reflects Government legislation and statutory guidelines as represented 

in the Education Act 2002 (amended 2011); The Education and Inspection Act 

(2006); The Education Regulations 2007; The Human Rights Act (1998); the 
Equality Act (2010) and the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000; DfE School 

Behaviour and Exclusion (2016); DfE Exclusion from Maintained Schools, 

Academies and Student Referral Units in England (2017); Keeping Children Safe 

in Education (2021) 

 

 
2. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this policy is: 
• To encourage a purposeful and orderly teaching and learning atmosphere 

within the school. 

• To foster positive caring attitudes towards everyone. 

• To promote, among pupils, self discipline and proper regard for authority. 

• To celebrate value and acknowledge achievements at all levels. 
• To have a consistent approach to the management of behaviour throughout 

the school with parental co-operation and involvement. 

• To make the boundaries of acceptable behaviour clear and to ensure safety. 

• To provide a hierarchical range of responses for those who do not act in an 

acceptable way and to promote positive behaviour at all levels. 

• To help pupils, staff and parents have a sense of direction and feeling of 
common purpose 
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3. VALUES & PHILOSOPHY 

 
Our purpose at Southborough High School is “To make the difference for all of 

our students” 
 

We believe that in order to make the difference, good behaviour in all aspects of 

school life is essential. This is underpinned by our values: 

 

- Support 

- Challenge 

- Respect 

- Responsibility 

- Resilience 

- Relationships 

All members of the Southborough Community are expected to behave in 
accordance with these values. 

 
These values underpin the 4 R’s - Southborough’s Golden Rules; 

 

1. Respect yourself and others 
2. Nurture excellent Relationships 

3. Take Responsibility 

4. Be Resilient 

 

When we all behave in this way, we will achieve Southborough’s ‘ACE’ vision.  

 
Aspiration - everyone at Southborough High School should aim high in terms of 

academic and personal development 

 

Commitment - to achieve our best we need to commit 100% to our work, our 

school and our community 

 

Excellence - when we aim high and give 100%, the result is that we achieve our 

very best. 

 

 

 

4. CODE OF CONDUCT 

 
We have a code of conduct which makes clear how we should behave in our 

community. It has the following aims:  

 

• To allow all students to learn in safety and security. 

• To support teaching and learning in the classroom.  
• To foster respect for others, for property and the environment.  

• To encourage honesty, trust, fairness, tolerance and compassion.  

• To encourage and develop self-discipline and self-respect. 
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If you follow our Code you will be helping to create a positive and supportive 
learning environment in which everyone can be successful and have their 

achievements recognised and rewarded.  

If you break our Code you should be prepared to accept the consequences.  

 

 

a. Lesson Conduct  

Students have the right to learn and teachers have the right to teach. All students 

must respect the rights of others and follow these simple routines and rules:  

• Arrive on time.  

• Enter/Leave classrooms calmly and quietly.  

• Take out equipment and be ready to learn.  
• Bags not to remain on desk. 

• Follow instructions without question.  

• Allow teachers to teach without distraction. 

• Allow others to learn without distraction.  

 
 

b. School Conduct 

All students and staff have the right to learn and work in a clean and tidy 

environment where everyone feels safe and secure.  

All students should follow these rules and demonstrate courtesy and respect to 

others at all times. 
• Keep to the left on stairs and in corridors.  

• Walk, don’t run.  

• Coats are not to be worn in the building - place in lockers or in bags.  

• Smoking is not permitted on site or on journeys to or from school.  

• Chewing gum is not to be brought to school.  

• Food may only be eaten in designated eating areas. 
• No jewellery is to be worn at all in school.  

• Dangerous or offensive articles or substances must not be brought to school. 

• Extremist/radicalised behaviour is prohibited anywhere within the school or our 

community.   

• Mobile phones are not to be seen out at any time in the school day. Although 
mobile phones are not banned from being brought into school they are only 

allowed to be used through the discretion of the teacher. Staff have the right 

to confiscate a mobile phone or any other device at any time if necessary. 

 
c. Out of School Conduct 

All students represent Southborough High School and this includes their conduct 

outside of the school and therefore must follow these rules:  

• To behave sensibly when travelling to and from school 

• To behave sensibly when on a school educational trips 

• To behave sensible when on any sports or extra-curricular trip 

Southborough High School can issue any sanction that is appropriate if the 
behaviour is deemed unacceptable outside of the school.  
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d. Staff Conduct 

 
• Staff at all times will adhere to the expectations within the schools Staff Code 

of Conduct policy 2021/22 

• Staff will formally provide written confirmation to the DSL and headteacher 

that they have read and fully understand their code of conduct as staff 

members of Southborough High School 
• Staff have the right to search a student for offensive weapons, where there is 

a reasonable suspicion that the weapon is being concealed - Reasonable force 

may be used if necessary. Staff can also search a student without consent for 

illegal drugs, weapons, alcohol and stolen items; where there is a reasonable 

suspicion that such items are concealed. In such cases, the school is likely to 

call the police. We do have the right to confiscate. 
• Staff have a legal power to restrain a student, using reasonable force if they 

are committing an offence, causing personal injury to themselves or others, 

damaging property or doing something that obstructs the discipline of the 

school. 

 
 

 

5. PRACTICE 

This section focuses upon the management of pupil behaviour.  It describes roles, 

responsibilities and appropriate responses. 

 
❖ Responsibilities and Partnerships 

 

a. Staff 

 

All staff are responsible for good behaviour in and around school.  To this 
end, all teachers will use and follow the procedures stated below: 

 

Recording and mintoring behaviour incidence  

Class Charts (CC) is Southborough High School’s behaviour tracking 

system.  All positive and negative negative incidents of behaviour must be 
logged onto CC by staff.  When setting any school sanctions it much be 

logged on CC.  

 

 

Prep 

Failure to complete homework will result in a homework detention which 
known as prep on the very same day.  Prep will be for 45 minute.  Prep 

takes place in the Computer Science classroom where computer access to 

the internet and printing is available.  All prep sessions are fully supervised 

by teaching staff. 

 
Zehrs 

Failing to meet the School’s Code of Conduct or follow our 4Rs will result in 

a Zehr (formerly detentions) which the issuing teacher decides when and 

where the zehr will take place.  
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Restorative Justice 

Zehrs are named after the American professor you created the concept of 
a restorative justice approach to improving students behaviour is the most 

effective strategy. 

 

In all incidents, Staff are expected to carry out a Zehr, focusing on a 

restorative approach and ensuring they discuss the following: 

- The reason for the Zehr being issued 

- Why that is not the expectation of the teacher and indeed the school  

- What they could have done in that situation differently 

- Ways to deal with the situation differently if it occurs again  

- Using this RJ discussion to build on positive relationships between the 

teacher and student moving forward 

 
 

b. Parents / Carers 

 

Same Day Sanctions – Zehrs / Prep 

Any student who receives a Zehr or prep within school in any one school 
day can be kept behind in school for up to 45 minutes on the very same 

day. 

 

Parents/carers are informed immediately of any zeh,r either before school, 

break/lunchtime or after school through our school communication system, 
Class Charts. 

 

This will inform parents immediate of when, where and why a zehr or prep 

is taking place. No student will stay behind for a zehr or prep on the very 

same day of issue for longer than 45 minutes without priory communication 

with parents/carers that day. 
 

Same Day Sanctions - WRM (internal exclusions and isolation) 

For any serious breaches of the school behaviour policy then the school will 

place a student within the WRM, under full teacher supervision whilst they 

still have access to their learning. This meaning students will not have full 
access to their school lessons, breaks and lunchtimes but instead remain in 

our WRM facilities for a set period of time the school regards suitable for 

the incident/incidents resulting in this breach of this behaviour policy. The 

school can place a student into the WRM with immediate effect and will 

always inform the parents/carers either, before, during or after the students 
placement within the WRM. 

 

Isolation in the WRM, under normal circumstance, are generally to ensure 

a student’s safety during a particular incident or the procedure in place 

whilst a particular incident needs further investigation by the school. 
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5c. Governors 

 
School Governors have a responsibility to ensure good behaviour of all 

students by: 

• Being updated on the school’s behaviour profile.  

• Being involved if pupils are referred to a behaviour contract.  

• Reviewing the actions of the Headteachers sanctions. 
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6. SANCTIONS PROCEDURES 

The vast majority of our students behave well and want to learn.  However, at 

times it is necessary to impose a sanction on a student who has breached the 
expectations within this behaviour policy. Most incidents of misbehaviour, which 

prevent learning from taking place, should be dealt with at a class teacher or form 

tutor level. All students are representative of our school and our community. 

Sanctions can still be imposed for misbehaviour outside of school hours.  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

If students fail from Step 1 to Step 6 on the school behaviour policy outlined 
above, then the following procedures are in place -  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

   STEP 7 – 
WRM / Internal 

Exclusion 

Following week for missing 
Saturday HT Detention 

STEP 8 – 
Saturday HT 

Detention  

(2nd chance) 

Rebooked for the 
following week 

 

 

STEP 9 – 
Fixed Term 

Exclusion  
For failing to follow the 

schools behaviour 

policy 
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7. Issuing Sanctions 

As already stated in the legislative framework on page one, this policy and all 

steps and procedures are compliant with the Department for Education statutory 

guidance on the Equality Act (2010), Behaviour and discipline in school (2016) 

and Exclusions from maintained schools, academies, pupil referral units in England 

(2017). 

With reference to the Exclusions from maintained schools, academies, pupil 

referral units in England (2017). Two key areas to highlight:  

Section 3.4 states – The behaviour of a pupil outside of school can be considered 

grounds for exclusion. This includes fixed term or permanent exclusions.  

Section 3.8 states – When establishing the facts in relation to an exclusion decision 

the headteacher must apply the civil standard of proof; i.e ‘on the balance of 

probabilities’ it is more likely than not that a fact is true, rather than a criminal 

standard of ‘beyond reasonable doubt.’ This means that the headteacher should 

accept that something happened if it is more likely that it happened then it did not 

happen.  

Therefore, the school will issue any level of sanction (including a fixed term 

exclusion or permanent exclusion) that they deem necessary in response to the 

severity to which this behaviour policy has been breached.  

 
Under the Equality Act (2010) Southborough High School does not discriminate 

against, harass or victimise pupils because of: sex; race; disability; religion or 

belief; sexual orientation; pregnancy/maternity; or gender reassignment. For 

disabled children, this includes a duty to make reasonable adjustments to policies 

and practices and the provision of auxiliary aids.  
 

The headteacher and governing board will comply with their statutory duties in 

relation to SEN when administering the exclusion process. This includes having 

regard to the SEND Code of Practice    Therefore the headteacher will try, as far as 

possible, to avoid permanently excluding any pupil with an EHC plan or a Looked 

After Child.  
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Sanctions Guidelines 
The below details and sanction procedures are general guidelines that the school 

will follow for escalating/upscaling ongoing behaviour concerns or responding to a 

one off serious breach of this behaviour policy. 

 

Low-level behaviour sanctions 

Zehr - Own Time 

o Low level disruptive behaviour in lessons or inappropriate 

behaviour around school 

Zehr - Lunchtimes  

o Failing to attend a zehr (own time) 

Moderate level behaviour sanctions  

Saturday Zehr  

o Automatic upscaling when failing to attend a lunchtime zehr and 

a 2nd chance lunchtime zehr (therefore failing to follow this 

behaviour policy) 

Saturday Headteacher Detention 

o For physical and/or verbal aggression  

o For persistent disruptive behaviour   

o For persistent lateness 

o For smoking (including e-cigarettes) 

o For jeopardising student safety by walking across the road and 

not at the traffic lights 

WRM/Internal Exclusion 

o For physical and/or verbal aggression towards students/staff 

o For persistent disruptive behaviour   

o For any incident of bullying/Racism 
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High-level behaviour sanctions  

School 2 School Exclusion (S2S) 
When the actions of a student/s who’s behaviour is deemed at a high level of 

severity for breaching this behaviour policy. This includes – 

o Physical assault towards another student or adult, verbal abuse 

towards another student or adult, racism, bullying, theft, damage, 

sexual misconduct or persistent disruptive behaviour. 

o Where a student’s actions can bring the school name and 

reputation in to serious disrepute. 

Fixed Term Exclusion (FTE) 
For any reason of the above S2S guidelines that is deemed at an even higher 
level of severity for breaching this behaviour policy. This sanction now also 

includes - 

o Threatening behaviour towards a member of staff 

Permanent Exclusion (PEx) 
For any reason of the above FTE guidelines that is deemed at the most serious 

level of severity for breaching this behaviour policy. This sanction now also 

includes and will take into consideration –  

o Placement of the student at Southborough High School will 

jeopardise the well-being and safety of this individual, other 

students and/or staff 

o Where persistent disruptive behaviour will jeopardise the learning 

and progress of other students within the school 

o Carrying or use of an offensive weapon  

o Carrying, using or supplying illegal substances in or around school 

o Any other serious incident which, in the view of the Headteacher, 

warrants a permanent exclusion  

o This sanction being imposed as a very last resort (i.e. there is no 

other reasonable alternative) 

On all levels of issuing these sanctions, the staff and ultimately the Headteacher 
will ensure that every decision made on a school sanction for our student’s 

behaviour is compliant to being: 

• lawful 

• rational 

• reasonable 

• fair 

• proportionate 

To ensure the school complies with this legislative framework, all high-level 

sanctions are investigated through a Serious Incident Form (SIF) by two members 

of the Senior Leadership Team before consultation with the headteacher. 
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8.. 
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9. ISSUING REWARDS 

 
The powers of affirmation and reward have a greater impact than sanctions 

on improving a student’s attitude towards learning.  All learners are 

encouraged to value and take pride in their work and to respect and value 
the achievements of others.  Every member of staff is expected to use 

praise more frequently than to impose sanctions. With our students we want 

to ‘catch them being good’ and promote it.  

 

Student of the lesson  

 
For each lesson a ‘student of the lesson’ must be awarded at the very least. 

Student of the week 

Each week a student of the week is announced in Year assemblies, as the 

HOY will pick one winner from the ‘student of the week nominations made 

by staff’. This will also go in the celebrations page of the Griffin newsletter. 

Positive Points of the week 

Each week a student with the most positive points of the week is announced 

in Year assemblies, staff briefings and the Griffin newsletter 

Student of the term - ‘ACE’ Awards  

 
The award is given at the end of each full term after consultation within 

individual year teams for the winners for each of our whole school vision – 

Aspiration, Commitment, Excellence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Policy Review: 

 

This policy will be reviewed by the governors committee on an annual 
basis. 

 

This policy was last reviewed and agreed by governors as below – 

September 2021 

 

This policy is due for review – September 2022  

(governors review moved forward to coincide with the start of the academic 
year) 
 
 


